
It was really sunny today when I woke up back in Stockholm. Myrthe was still very much in mind to the point that I was very little focus in my tasks. I went to the university but did anyhow
manage to pay the bills and rebook flights based on on my now new life configuration with my son and work here,  down south and a prospect girlfriend in the center of Europe, as
somewhat I did wanted from the very beginning of my independence. Liselott is asking once again to make a resolution... I guess I have been giving her my third and last chance but she was sort
of non responsive. What the heck with all these social contracts, these securities... talking of which the social security people have also called me to discuss about Lamin. He did tell me that they
had agreed to pay more but in fact they want to give me only a few bucks extra... what a communist state, one can never get any brilliant idea like the one i had to divide obliquely my apartment
and make space to an alien guest these philanthropists take in without any further responsibility (other than the one they delegate to institutions). All I want is to be free, without this oppressive
social control, allowing only a most killing conformism. I spent the afternoon with August, not that I like to be in his mother's apartment, it is quite depressing and stressful but eventually we will
have an outdoor weekend and if indoor, we will anyway keep constructing in the apartment. I have been wondering if Myrthe has wrote me... I did already invest quite some money now to see
her fixing tickets and so forth, nonetheless I keep rather light, not wishing to oppress her with plans and so forth. I just want our two existences united to be a constant resource of hope and joy. I
did enjoy being with Liselott though, it was mostly this career driven bourgeois life, this gentrification and feticiazations from which I have escaped. Hopefully Myrthe, with an art history
background and still quite young and dark hair, hopefully she will value the same principles in life and hopefully also take some pity and compassion on me, without letting me die as a dog as I
felt it has been the case up here.

Today was quite awful, it was sunny but in fact rather awful. I get to school and find that Myrthe has difficulties to see me next week since she is baby sitting her one year old nephew.  She is
working hard I guess and was not responsive when I wrote her that I already got the tickets. This made me really anxious all day, like a freaking teenager... how nice! Then it was my meeting
with the supervisors, two intense hours but fruitful I think. Staffan was well prepared with his comments and quite helpful the fact is though that Charlotte went off speaking Swedish and we kept
to Swedish, making things a little harder for me but I guess easier for them, so that I could get much more in the end. The fact is that I will not keep the super coherent structure I had made. My
project is the only one I can keep such structure as I want, but here I was soft and had them to tell me what they thought and guide me in the reformulation of the research questions. The structure
had the designed was however useful to generate the various chapters and subchapters. Back in the office I have tried as much as I could to rewrite my plan, I feel rather lost when I get feedbacks
and don't follow my intuition. Every off and on I was checking my e-mail on the stationary computer to see if there were any signs of Myrthe. Only a short one came saying that it is fine for me
to go there next week. When it is most frustrating I guess it is the impossibility of reading the mood in which one writes such short electronic messages... this is also why I want to meet her and
release of this building of misunderstandings. It will be fun to be the two of us and the one year old nephew... a reminiscence of the old days with August. Anyway, I ought to be gentle and gentle
I will be but I think I did good to get all my tickets without waiting for her. Much planning then, both for my professional and my private life, a total planning I would say rather fitted with the
planning of my spiritual endeavor. More awful days ahead planning before my departure to Europe (first South, then Center and finally North again).

Today I did not take any means of transportation anywhere. I woke up in my little room, my living experiment cage, and started to work a bit here and there, smoothening the door frame so that
can have a easier access inside and then walking to the center of this once noble suburb to the public library. What a beautiful sun! The snow was really melting this time, imperceptibly though
since mice is still left. The center was most alive and I took quite some films of this interesting setting. I then went straight in the library overlooking the downtown, this time to quickly check if
Myrthe wrote me. She did and I was so happy and impressed with her. I felt again like a teenager as I did not experience such feelings for ages. I also sent out my philosophy paper being really
not sure about the reaction of Professor Ruin. I have certainly a tendency to moralize and drift away from the strict argument, thus it is all to be seen but I doubt that I will fulfill the expectations,
namely to be analytic and correctly expose all that has already being said. I am a dangerous bomb, quite against the too political and too polemical mainstream, one ought to be sharp nonetheless.
Now I feel that I have many a projects, on top of my project, my research, August and my apartment, there is suddenly Myrthe. I still remember her somehow. On my way back from town, I felt
kind of emotionally exhausted but in the afternoon I got a lamp up in the little hallway, making it more accessible. It is a lamp making many a colors. I might use it for my showroom later on but
the building of such a small dwelling is inspiring me now to maybe held all of my control interview here, with a single person at the time. I am really excited about this also because it feels really
energy consuming to produce large scale exhibitions and lick the asses of many curators. My little room will do and more over it will provide an extra feeling of authenticity as I am actually also
living here and it is in fact an essential unit to survive, not to mention the harsh surrounding with factories and immigrants. I also through today of putting up some movies titled like “The
Walking Man”, “The Filming Man” etc. using the clips from my self-ethnographies. Well, it is in fact a new spring with many ideas blossoming but it is good nonetheless that I take these break
and don't get fed up with too much reading and writings, just await for the aspiration while doing totally other things, more related to my survival.

I have just survived a small headache now. I was seating in a pub (not really the place I would choose) with Mikael, Erik and a neuroscientist, talking about a possible collaboration and my eyes
went totally blurred. I understood immediately what it was... Strange though since I am really doing allot of activities. Like today, aside for an hour spend in the jym, I was out with August at the
botanic garden. We were supposed to spend at least the beginning of the Easter holiday together but he wanted to immediately leave for the countryside as soon as Liselott was done with her
work. I then crossed the city and took a metro to Mikael, where, having the wrong address I have been working for miles on a dirty and shitty road. It is probably something with the air, not so
clean now with so many cars and not so oxygenated inside where I mostly train (I am prepared to to go run outside). It is certainly also a thing with all the writing that I am doing, now also with
the daily updates to my sweet little Myrthe. By I take a little break from her now, I wanna see her and meet her.... e-mails, as probably even writings, are just like a voice resounding within. I got
a bit shocked and started to get my headache also when I heard that Mikael as diabetes and this is why he almost had to cut off his leg... can this be true? The neuroscientist was an old friend of
him and told us later that Mikael was an hardcore and violent punk back in the days. Something I never became, a boarder I have never crossed probably thanks to my upbringing which has
hindered me also to get an alcoholic like 

Today I meant to do the work I am meant to do, writing, or better academic writing, but instead I woke up, updated my project and started fixing the frame of my door. I then helped Lamin quite
much. He wants to escape to England and become a soldier there and I very much support him. What the heck, living in this country out of the system with so little an income to survive and with
much youth and strength! At leat being a soldier he will keep a certain discipline, what one is to eaily loose within such tight social system. We had to go to the library to figure out the papers so
that he can get to the UK where is sister and husband will be working for some time. The library was closed and we sat in the mall packed with immigrants, with a bad connection. There I wrote
to my sweet Myrthe... there is only one week dividing us. I am certainly quite in love, a strange feeling, although her face ha now vanished from my brain, I feel something in my heart after ten
years of zero passion (the romance has been mostly between me and August). Certain things in this newly born romance repeat, certain others are totally different. It is interesting however that it
is again the Netherlands, the place I left to go to Sweden and learn technology, the place where I left my teacher and old girlfriend Deborah (she must be white hair now). This time though,
Myrthe is neither the Jewish American artist nor the Swedish PhD programmer, she is probably the right in between, nor too blond, nor too dark, nor too tall etc. I wonder already though how
serious she is willing to get into a relationship... As Liselott ten years ago at the beginning of our relationship, Myrthe is also going one month to Thailand. I found out she is diving... wow! Later,
when I got home I felt rather down. It is rather oppressive the weather, getting cold again, and all these immigrants. I sat myself again sawing planks and pudding around, finally realizing that I
am in fact construction a small ark, right here in this very apartment, as a small version of the biblical Noah, I am building a small vessel, something everyone would make fun of but I take so
seriously and more seriously that all these academic writings. The weather is boiling now I suppose... there is quite a distance between me and the main kitchen with all these walls I have
erected... (hopefully the small kitchen in this very room will soon come but for that I need official approvals.. fuck!). 

Just done with carpenting and it is quite late already, almost bed time. It was sunny again today but the wind was cold and I right away went to work despite being Easter and Sabbath. I there also
manage quite allot, reviewing all my five years plan in a flash, as someone was dictating it to me. At times I did take some breaks to write some beautiful e-mails to Myrthe. I am always very
careful and composed, wishing not to offend her or provoke any misunderstanding which would undermine this beautiful state. I really wonder how I first weekend together will be, for me it is
really the first love affair in twelve years or maybe ever, since before then I was just absorbed into my work. As my art teacher told me then, get your art settle before you find a girlfriend. that
sort of happened with Liselott but then she came to despise my work, or at least let's say that she never understood it, never supported it and never had any sensibility about it. I hope Myrthe will
do, I hope she can be proud of me and what I do... gush how much I need that sort of support, in this totally emancipated state, a state I have created to myself in order to cultivate my sensibility
of a writer I guess, as Pontormo locking himself in his attic, I too now have a little room, with a thin entrance. On my way back from work I have tried to get some nails and Lamin called me
saying that they have cut his month welfare support. I then told him to join me and sis a big grocery for him, once again. He then tried to be helpful back home and we were quite in friendly
terms. I guess racism is then more a feeling which one gets feeling at lost in an unfamiliar crowd, with unfamiliar faces and voices where no empathy is possible. My empathy and sympathy
maybe comes from the fact that I am a bit in the same situation or at least I put myself into it after traveling the world. I should have kept living in the Swedish upper class but somewhat I decide
for the lower class, again to confront myself with all this more intense humanity. Myrthe is probably also my way out, my way back to a familiar dimension, or at least I hope I can touch base
with her, I feel I really need her, but as for now, we have spent only a couple of hours together and yet it feels already an eternity, since every little moment is so filled thinking of her or about her
and us together.

An enchanting day, I woke up and felt quite cold but then, after updating thoroughly my project (this also before my departure tomorrow), I went out to run, for the first time in months now that
the ice has melted out of the nearby parking lot. Running makes me feel much better in general but then this gorgeous sun and the snow still on the ground is just exhilarating, not to mention all
the youth revival I got from Myrthe. I went to the University again with Lamin and I fixed for him all the papers he needs to leave for the UK, my run away niger, a buddy now like in Mark
Twain story, me and him crossing the boundaries of a too conventional society, playing on the edge. I later went to town to meet Henrik, a nice fellow in fact and it is a whole different thing now
that I can speak Swedish with these people, we really reach another level of intimacy. In a way we have been connected by Mikael, who in fact is dying of diabetes, what a shit. We will all meet
tomorrow before my departure, almost if time is running out for him and we ought to do something together, the "magiska fyra" united, the three of us plus even Jacek who joined us later and we
went for a beautiful walk to a castle right in the middle of town. So many beautiful places one can discover.Despite now the beautiful weather, Iwent back to the university to send off my
research plan. I did not work it out properly as I want feedbacks from my colleague before I do so. On opening my inbox, I found that Myrthe was also on-line and I dared to chat with her. It
went rather fluently and we had very nice moments of revelation too, quite touching at times telling each other how we felt and quite exciting at times telling each other the kisses we want to give
to one another. Five days and we will be together while tomorrow I will be with  but what to do with them. I ought now to construct a new life out of the youth that is still left in me
and the youth I can find in Myrthe eventually, if everything works out. Henrik told me that I ought to make love to a girl before I understand if we can be together... he is maybe very right but I
am not interested in that alone. For me is more of the poetry one can build, this is really what I miss, the poetry that I have tried to build up with Liselott and that was later stampeded by all the
crappy little farm society around us... what a dreadful awake from a beautiful dream. But I guess we also change and she has become considerably much older while I still have youth within me,
playfulness and love to give which can only turn acid when captivated. Woo... it takes me about a train ride from the university to home to write a Journal entry... here I am and it is still light
outside. 

At now after a whole day traveling. It would be so easy a trip but there many procedures... one ought to take commuters and buses and go through check in and in the end, as Thoreau
used to say, it might be quicker to come down in other more natural ways, more slowly and less nervously. I feel in a stat of agitation actually after Berlin, this trip and mostly expecting Myrthe.
It was nice however to meet Mikael, Henrik and Jacek before my departure this morning. Jacek was actually quite cut out because of his bad Swedish, but I felt most at easy and poor Mikael with
diabetes and Henrik who has also recently divorced, they both were rather brilliant and came out with a messy plan for a gig together, the magic four trio, a total mass and confused performance
in which I plan to replay instances of my database like reciting dreams and, replaying the weather data and so forth. On the bus to the airport later I sat by a young girl from Treviso, nearby 

 She was quite intelligent but I felt suddenly how oppressive is to grow up in a bourgeois family here, to get in the small social mindset. s I arrived  came to pick me up and in
the car I could not stop talking about all the theories I have acquired. were however quite mortified about me and Liselott, and August, I guess being very religious. Again for me it is
a question of spiritual achievement of immaterial pursue and I cannot do anything if my companion mistrust and disbelief me and my faith. My new companion ought to esteem me and my
practice and so are my friends, everyone else are just acquaintances, to whom, in the long run I do not acquaint to. I read a nice paper of Jack Burnham on the plane, picking up the issue of
technology and art and the art becoming life, quite inspiring. I am so informal in my writings now but I wish I can find the dimension to express myself, without too many courses and
distractions, and eventually with possibility to be itinerant while writing, spending time in the North, the Center and the South of Europe, respectively close to my son, my girlfriend (still to be
decided) and my family.

A quite nice day, the weather being quite sunny and sort of warm, with beautiful flowers blossoming on trees all around, where they are aloud to grow though with all that has been speculated in
the last two generations. Anyway, I woke up and I had a strange feeling being in this dark maternal house, being up very early and finally being able to concentrate myself on my own project. As
the light came and disactivated the alarm that cages us all inside, I opened the blinds and filmed myself exploring all the pictures distributed around the house.  really got
rid of any other sign then these pictures, all that remains from the past. I then, as I intended to, started the huge work of going through all the family pictures, which took throughout
the years being a rather passionate photographer at first. I mean, I only quite rapidly selected a bunch from every small album (there must be hundreds and they are locked in a closet). I can
definitely see how much time has elapsed and the evolution of the family; at first  being rather in love I think, with us and my mom, then my mom putting up all these seductive
pose for him and so innocent and beautiful in the context of my native Alps, which we have abandoned at August's age now. Possibly, myself separating from Liselott is also, unconsciously away
so that he can stay in his natural environment without having to break from it as I did, to follow work down the mountains, in the unfamiliar and unnatural, a naturality which can
be seen as my life pursue, or at least my early life as things seem to be all reflected on to my relationship and August (one do not need a psychology degree to understand it). Later I followed 

speed in on his expensive German car to look for some clothes at her brother, uncle Gigi. He is not doing well with business in the storehouse. When I was little I used to spend much
time in the warehouse where the two of them and my grandfather, Nonno Bruno worked. This one is much smaller and he is only selling stuff to markets, stocks, all the past quality and the
industry all being gone and only the speculations being left, quite awful. We went home later and I showed  the video I made of my biological father. She was impressed to see him
after so many years, she perceived him as so old and aged and sick, but he did her good I feel. We later went to shop for more clothes but I did not let her take the upper end buying very
expensive stuff and as she went to buy clothes for my little nephew, I searched for stuff on sale, mostly technical stuff, all weather things to really survive and endure in nature. Now I am
back in the family house, little being most sweet and I helping as usual, with computer related problems, feeling in this respect rather competent!

A pretty productive day waking up extremely early once again and sat to work with my project and with my actual work, answering e-mails to then later drive the car to a village not so far from
the mountains where sent me to get a custom made lap for my shoes so that, according to her and  and the doctor there, I can walk straight and my knees stop bending
inward. Jesus, how much I have walked but now I am a bit more careful and a bit more open towards these interventions, transcending Lao Tsu saying: "don't intervene and everything will be
well". I guess there is a compromise to everything and really my general approach is rather that of seconding, like with  she wants to take care of me and I don't oppose with this force,
I do not interfere with her decisions, causing much distress as it used to be. On top of it, it is nice to know that there is someone here who can take care of me, I really had none for years, going
around with broken teeth and broken back. This is also the thing with my Swedish in-laws and that country, I do not intend to die like a dog, like a Vivaldi in Vienna for instance, uncelebrated
and thrown in the common grave. It could be my destiny too but it is nice for now to enjoy a bit of familiarity, to be, for an instance, not the emancipated immigrant but someone of some value. I
was again scanning photos today but there are still quite many to go. Later I also went into another memory archive, my recently dead, step garndmother's garage where I used to paints. My mom
wanted me to throw away the crap and so I did started to clean up but how beautiful certain were and I could not just throw them. I instead swap all the dust and threw out mostly only those that
were not done systematically, using a method. I am writing that my nephew is wining non stop. We just went with my twin sister to the park, very beautiful with its Renaissance
architecture and me filming and climbing trees and feeling most reinvigorated by the blossoming spring and the fantastic weather it became. We had a very nice dinner too yesterday and I
managed to keep everyone in good humor making jokes and heightening the spirit... all the accumulated mortification of the previous days seems to have disappeared from their faces and they
now view me under a good light. The same goes for my mom, who has been often on the verge of adopting her violent arguments, quite oppressive on us, really worst then physical violence
when we were little but now she got sort of settled. I forgot to mention that as I was was waiting for my orthopedic insoles to be made, I took a beautiful walk by the twisted river of the town,
really gorgeous with transparent water coming from the mountain but I got all my shoes very soaked. Now off too my uncle although I wanted to keep up with my scanning!

I have been more and more skeptical about being at a bourgeois stronghold with my sisters kept as some sort of cows working for the family. It is a bit of a jungle, of a cave from
which I guess, I was inspired enough to leave during my teenage years.  has been several times on the verge of abusing on me (her angry words often hurts more then slaps), this due to
the way I “take care” of “things”. As in a Verga story, it is all very much based on things, on all these possessions, rich possessions which one ought to respect. My newly bought tracking shoes
are not made to walk on trails and become dirty with mud, the mud is washed out on the instance, any trace has to be eliminated. It took me some guts to have her to spare my very last box left in

garage's with the manuscript of the novel I wrote of the family Brazilian adventure and the original tapes of my Canadian homeless experience. That is pretty much all I have left aside
from the paintings I have rescued yesterday from Nonna Bruna's garage, even there just a pile of a series, well suited to be stored, as all my production now, organized an compact. Quite the
contrary with Davide, my old spiritual friend Davide who has so much changed my destiny and I his, him by taking me to Sweden and me by taking him to Holland (where I am heading to in a
few hours to meet Myrthe... recycling the evolution of time) from where he went to Canada where he was the key to meet my biological father and from there accomplish my path of full




